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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10112-10039
C/OBS/OSG/OC 2B16

FROM
Ruth S. Taylor

REQUESTER

DESK
RED LINE
ROOM
1491
TUBE
BU-7

Date: 23 Oct 1975

SECRET

1. SUBJECT IDENTIFYING DATA

TRUE NAME
Luis Ernesto CONTE
Aguerro

AKA'S ALTASES, PSEUDOS

TRAVEL TO U.S.
(YE S GIVE DATES)

2. ACTION REQUESTED

NO

TO

3. SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHIC AREA AND DETAILS OF USE

Miami/For assessment information on Cuban target in Buenos Aires, Carlos ALZUGARAY T.

4. INVESTIGATION AND COVER

SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS ON INVESTIGATION REQUIRED

B. SUBJECT IS, OR WILL BE, AWARE OF INVESTIGATION

5. PRO STATUS

PRO 1 (2 COPIES ATTACHED)

6. TRACE STATUS

CATEGORY
IP
NON-DEROGATORY
WILL FORWARD

DEROG/SIGNIFICANT INFO ATTACHED
NOT APPLICABLE

DIVISION
DESK
COMINT VAULT

DIVISION
DESKS
COMINT VAULTS

CRS/ISG

FIELD
ENTER STATION NAME IN APPROPRIATE SPACE

REMARKS
Subject is former agent who was terminated 17 Apr 69. Subject was dismissed amicably.

SIGNATURE OF CASE OFFICER

SIGNATURE OF BRANCH CHIEF

7. OFFICE OF SECURITY ACTION

1. OS INDICES RESULTS.

INFO AT OSG/OC - 160DEC75

2. CHECKS WERE CONDUCTED AT THE INDICATED AGENCIES WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS.

FBI
DIS
DOGC

3. CHECKS WERE CONDUCTED AT THE FOLLOWING AGENCY(IES) WITH POSITIVE RESULTS, REPORTS ATTACHED.

INFO AT OSG/OC

4. DOMESTIC FIELD INVESTIGATION HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

CD13

5. DOMESTIC FIELD INVESTIGATION FAVORABLE, REPORTS WILL FOLLOW WITHIN 60 DAYS.

REMARKS

CANCELLED BY 5 DEC 75 NOTICE FROM OSG/OC

OD SECURITY/PSI

APPROVAL ACTION REQUEST

SECRET

FORM 772
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